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Multifunctional gadolinium oxide 
nanoparticles: towards 
image-guided therapy

  REVIEW

Superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles 
are indeed well known as mediators for induct
ive hyperthermia (i.e., hyperthermia is gener
ated in tissues containing magnetic particles 
by the application of an alternating magnetic 
field) [10–11] and as negative contrast agents for 
MRI [12]. The strong absorption of xray photons 
of gold element can be exploited for xray imag
ing [13,14] and for enhancing the dose effect of the 
radiotherapy [15,16]. The doseenhancement will 
lead to the administration of a lower dose for the 
same effect on the diseased tissues, but with a 
better preservation of healthy surrounding tis
sues. Owing to their design, oxide nanoparticles 
coated by a gold shell, gold nanorod or nano
cages exhibit an additional therapeutic abil
ity. The absorption of nearinfrared photons 
renders them cytotoxic via the photothermal 
effect [17–20]. In contrast to the xray photons, 
the penetration depth of nearinfrared photons 
in biological tissues does not exceed 2 cm. For 
this reason, the photothermal effect obtained 
by the absorption of gold nanostructures is 
limited to superficial tissues. Furthermore, gold 
nano particles can be functionalized by gado
linium chelates for a followup by MRI, which 
is a safer medical imaging technique than xray 
imaging [21,22].

Despite their great variety of properties that 
can be exploited for the purpose of combining 
imaging and therapy, studies on lanthanide
based nanoparticles for imageguided therapy 
are performed less frequently. Besides the para
magnetic character of gadolinium ions (Gd3+), 

Owing to their multifunctional character, nanoparticles appear well suited for combining sensing, imaging 
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The recent and tremendous progression in the 
field of nanotechnology has opened the door to 
nanomedicine, which appears wellsuited for 
personalized therapy [1–3]. Personalized therapy 
carries the promise of decisive improvements 
in medicine, since treatment will be adapted to 
each patient. However, the development of new 
tools is required for tailoring efficient therapeu
tic protocols. These rest on early diagnosis, the 
delivery of therapeutic agents in the correct loca
tion (diseased tissues) and at the correct time to 
enhance the therapeutic effects and, at the same 
time, preserve the surrounding healthy tissues. 
Alongside the important development of the 
chemistry of the dendrimers [4], the intense and 
creative research devoted to nanotechnology has 
led, among others, to the development of multi
functional nanoparticles that exhibit attractive 
behavior for personalized therapy. First, the 
composition and the shape of the nanoparticles 
can be engineered to combine imaging and 
therapy [5,6]. Furthermore, the multifunctional 
character of the nanoparticles can be accurately 
tuned to suit the therapeutic protocol for each 
case [5,6]. This issue was recently addressed by 
interesting reviews highlighting the potential of 
multifunctional nanoparticles for nanomedicine 
and, especially, personalized therapy [1–3].

Owing to their physical properties that 
allow the combination of imaging and remote
controlled therapeutic effect, iron oxide and 
goldbased nanoparticles were described in 
a huge number of papers as interesting can
didates for biomedical applications [7–9]. 
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which can be advantageously exploited for 
MRI [23,24], the strong propensity of the Gd 
element to absorb xray photons (owing to 
the relatively high atomic number of 57) and 
the high neutron capture crosssection of two 
gadolinium isotopes (155,157Gd) [25–29] render 
Gd3+based compounds very attractive, since 
they can combine medical imaging (MRI) and 
two different therapeutic protocols to fight
ing cancer (radiotherapy and neutroncapture 
therapy). Gd3+ chelates with low molecular 
weight (Gddiethylenetriaminepentaacetic acid 
[DTPA], Gd1,4,7,10tetraazacyclododecane
N,N ,́N´́ ,N´́ ́tetraacetic acid) are extensively 
applied as positive contrast agents for MRI. 
Owing to their small molecular size, these 
contrast agents are, unfortunately, cleared too 
quickly [30]. Many Gd3+based nanoparticles 
were, therefore, designed to improve the contrast 
enhancement, the biodistribution and the phar
macokinetics. In addition, this strategy afforded 
the opportunity to elaborate multifunctional 
contrast agents since they are obtained by the 
assembly of various building blocks.

The resulting contrast agents exhibit high 
molecular relaxivity (i.e., the relaxivity per con
trast agent) since each particle carries a large 
amount of Gd3+. Moreover, the ionic relaxivity 
of Gd3+ (i.e., the relaxivity per Gd3+) increases 
when particulate contrast agents are obtained by 
the covalent grafting of gadolinium chelate onto 
the nanostructure. The immobilization of the 
gadolinium chelates leads to the increase of the 
rotational correlation time due to the decrease of 
the rotational motion of the grafted gado linium 
chelate [31]. The other important difference 
between gadolinium chelates with low molec
ular weight and particulate contrast agents lies 
in their behavior in the bloodstream. Nanosized 
contrast agents are better suited to differentiate 
various tissues than small molecules. They are 
sufficiently large to be retained in vessels with 
a normal endothelial barrier, while they can 
escape from the bloodstream when the endothe
lial barrier is altered. Such a characteristic allows 
the passive accumulation of nanoparticles by the 
enhanced permeability and retention effect in 
solid tumors or inflamed tissues since they are 
irrigated by leaky microvasculature [32,33].

By applying multiple methods for the elabora
tion of nanoparticles, a great variety of positive 
contrast agents for MRI were yielded. Most of 
the nanoparticles are rendered paramagnetic 
by the presence of gadolinium chelates, which 
can be grafted to polymers [34,35], selfassembled 
peptide amphiphiles [36,37], viral capsids [38], 

dendrimers [4,39,40], entrapped in liposomes [41], 
micelles [42,43], polymeric nanoparticles [44,45], 
fullerenes [46], carbon nanotubes [47], clays [48] or 
mesoporous silica nanoparticles [49], and immo
bilized on highdensity lipoprotein nano particles 
[50,51], quantum dots [52,53], lipid particles [54] 
or on gold nanoparticles [21,22]. In comparison 
to the gadolinium chelates with low molecular 
weight, paramagnetic nanoparticles exhibit a 
larger size, a higher content in Gd3+ ions and a 
longer circulation time. As a result, an increase 
in the contrast enhancement is observed. The 
condensation of a high number of Gd3+ chelates 
to macromolecules or nanostructures improves 
the positive contrast of MRI as each resulting 
contrast agent exhibits a higher active element 
(Gd3+) content than do molecular contrast 
agents with low molecular weight and a slower 
rotational motion [31]. These contrast agents, 
therefore, exert a stronger influence on the relax
ation of water protons owing to the increase in 
ion molar relaxivity and in molecular relaxivity. 
In the case of gadolinium chelates encaps ulated 
liposomes, the increase is partly due to the long 
circulation time [55]. Furthermore, some of them 
were easily functionalized by small organic mol
ecules such as biotargeting groups or fluorescent 
dyes. These functionalizations may confer addi
tional attractive features (luminescent proper
ties and/or cell targeting specificity) on the 
particles [4,34,38–41,50–54].

Despite their strong potential for biomedical 
applications, the crystalline nanoparticles based 
on inorganic gadolinium, such as gadolinium 
oxide [56–58], gadolinium fluoride [59,60], and 
gado linium carbonate [61,62], have only recently 
been evaluated, whereas they appear very well 
suited for improving the efficiency of imag
ing and therapy (neutrontherapy and micro
beam radiation therapy [63]) owing to the large 
amount of Gd3+ ions per particle as compared 
with gadolinium chelates, which contain only 
one Gd3+ per molecule. Moreover, gadolinium 
oxide constitutes an excellent host matrix for 
lumin escent rare earth (RE) ions. Since crystal
line gadolinium oxide is transparent, doping 
with either terbium, europium or neodymium 
ions renders the  material luminescent.

Pioneering studies devoted to gadolinium 
oxide nanoparticles were performed by Roberts 
and Watkin [56,58]. They revealed the potential 
for gadolinium oxide nanoparticles to be used 
as contrast agents for MRI. However, these 
preliminary works suffered from the lack of 
welldefined hydrophilic gadolinium oxide 
nanoparticles. The exploitation of the attractive 
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characteristics of gadolinium oxide nanopar
ticles for MRI became conceivable only when 
a reproducible and efficient synthesis protocol 
of naked gadolinium oxide nanoparticles and 
their functionalization were developed. In this 
article, the strategy explored by Tillement’s 
research group for developing biological sensors 
and contrast agents combining imaging and 
therapy from multifunctional gadolinium oxide 
nanoparticles is presented.

synthesis of hybrid gadolinium 
oxide nanoparticles
To observe the promising properties of gado
linium, the synthesis of hybrid nanoparticles 
composed of gadolinium oxide core embed
ded in a polysiloxane shell was envisaged. This 
first required perfecting a reproducible and 
reliable synthesis of gadolinium oxide nano
particles [64,65]. Gadolinium oxide nanoparticles 
were obtained by applying a modified polyol 
route. The alkaline hydrolysis of gadolinium 
chloride salt in a high boiling diol, the di ethylene 
glycol, led to the formation of nanosized crystal
line gadolinium oxide nanoparticules (core 
diameter: 2.2 nm, hydrodynamic diameter 
[Dh]: 3.3 ± 1.8 nm). The solvent diethylene 
glycol not only has a high boiling point, which 
allows synthesis to be carried out at relatively 
high temperature, but also ensures  the control 
of the growth of the nanoparticles and prevents 
their agglomeration, since di ethylene glycol mol
ecules are able to absorb onto the nano particles 
through the coordination of Gd3+. Larger core 
sizes (Dh: 5.2 ± 1.2 nm, 8.9 ± 2.1 nm) can be 
yielded from colloids containing the 2.2 nm sized 
nano particles that act as nucleation sites [66]. In 
contrast to most of the lanthanide elements, Gd3+ 
ions are not fluorescent in the visible domain of 
light. However, the nanosized core (Dh: 3.3 nm) 
can be doped by lumin escent RE ions that give 
the resulting particle a highly photostable lumin
escence, characterized by narrow emission bands 
[64,65,67–69]. The alkaline hydrolysis of Gd3+ chlo
ride is, therefore, carried out in the presence of 
a small amount of luminescent lanthanide chlo
ride salts. The second important finding lies in 
the functionalization of these cores. The strategy 
developed by Tillement’s research group rests on 
the encapsulation of the gadolinium oxide cores 
in a poly siloxane shell that was obtained by the 
sequential hydrolysis–condensation of a mix
ture of aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APTES) 
and tetraethyl orthosilicate (molar APTES/tet
raethyl ortho silicate = 0.6) [70]. The thickness 
of the poly siloxane shell, which is determined 

by the number of precursors (APTES and tet
raethyl orthosilicate), can be tuned between 
2 and 18 nm [66,70,71]. For in vivo applications 
(cell labeling, in vivo imaging and therapy), the 
polysiloxane shell is fixed at approximately 2 nm 
whereas it is set between 2 and 18 nm for sens
ing applications. This functionalization mode 
provides several important advantages. The most 
striking feature of the polysiloxane shell results 
from its chemical nature, which can provide new 
properties to the particles. The polysiloxane shell 
facilitates the functionalization of the particles, 
which rests on the presence of amine functions 
in the polysiloxane shell owing to the use of 
APTES for the formation of the shell. These 
amine functions can act as grafting sites for the 
covalent immobilization of molecules bearing 
a reactive group that are able to condense with 
amine functions (carboxylic acid, NHS ester, 
iso[thio]cyanate groups). The functionaliza
tion of the nanoparticles can be achieved in 
two distinct steps, before and after the hydro
lysis–condensation of polysiloxane shell precur
sors. The functionalization performed before 
and after the hydrolysis (i.e., before and after 
the formation of the polysiloxane shell) allows 
incorporation of different types of molecules 
without prejudicial competition. In this way, 
many organic dyes (fluorescein isothiocyanate 
[FITC], rhodamine B isothiocyanate, cyanine 
5NHS Cy5NHS) can be covalently bound to 
the inner part of the polysiloxane shell whereas 
the outer part of the polysiloxane shell can be 
derivatized by bio targeting groups, such as 
biotin, SAV, nucleic acids and by hydrophilic 
molecules (poly[ethylene glycol] [PEG], DTPA 
moieties) [70,71]. Since a high colloidal stability in 
biological fluids is required, this implies a con
trolled postfunctionalization of the hybrid gado
linium oxide nanoparticles by highly hydrophilic 
molecules (PEG or DTPA). The derivatization 
of the outer part of the poly siloxane shell with 
short PEG chains, carrying a carboxylic acid 
group at each end (M = 250 gmol1), and with 
DTPA is reflected by an increase of the Dh 
(10–12 nm) [72].

The polysiloxane shell ensures the protection 
of the core and favors dispersion of the nano
particles in aqueous solution without loss of 
luminescence of RE ions [70]. The protective 
effect of the shell was validated by the preser
vation of the inorganic luminescence in acidic 
media when the cores are doped by Tb3+ ions. 
The polysiloxane shell exerts another positive 
influence on the luminescence of RE ions pres
ent in the cores, since its presence induces the 
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replacement of REOH bonds, which behave 
as quenchers for the luminescence by REOSi 
bonds and an energy transfer from polysiloxane 
shell to luminescent centers [70,73]. The encaps
ulation of luminescent REdoped gadolinium 
oxide cores yielded nanoobjects that are more 
fluorescent than the uncoated gadolinium oxide 
cores. This phenomenon was also observed when 
the gadolinium oxide nanoparticles doped by 
Tb3+ ions are intimately associated to gold 
nanoparticles that act as antenna. These antenna, 
which absorb the excitation light and transfer the 
energy to the luminescent ions, induce a strong 
exaltation of the emitted light [74]. 

doubly luminescent nanoprobes
The potential of hybrid gadolinium oxide 
nanoparticles as markers was evaluated by an 
experiment based on the colocalization of 

fluor escent nanoparticles and SAV, which is 
well known for its specific and quasiirreversible 
interaction with biotine (Figure 1A) [71]. The co
localization experiment was based on the use 
of a biochip with four biotinylated spots, four 
spots without biotin and of commercially avail
able fluorescein conjugated SAV (FITCSAV, 
l

em
 = 512 nm). The latter was bound to the 

hybrid gadolinium oxide nanoparticles whose 
inner part of the poly siloxane shell is function
alized by rhodamine B (l

em
 = 605 nm). As a 

result, the labeling of FITCSAV by hybrid 
gadolinium oxide can be detected both by the 
green light emitted by fluorescein (bound to 
SAV) and by the red light emitted by rhoda
mine (entrapped in the polysiloxane shell of 
the nanoparticles). After incubation of the 
biochip in the colloid containing FITCSAV
labeled fluorescent nanoparticles, the biochip 
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Figure 1. Biochip experiments with doubly luminescent nanoprobes. (A) Co-localization experiment: detection of the specific 
streptavidin–biotin interaction when streptavidin is rendered fluorescent both by the derivatization with four or five fluorescein (green) 
molecules and by the grafting of fluorescent hybrid gadolinium oxide nanoparticles containing rhodamine (red) in the polysiloxane shell. 
(B) Detection of the specific interaction between complementary oligonucleotides ([dT]
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 and [dA]
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) when [dT]

22
 is labeled by doubly 

luminescent nanoparticles. The detection is based on (C) the intense but transient fluorescence of organic dye (fluorescein) and (d) the 
weak but photostable fluorescence of Tb3+.
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is observed at two different wavelengths. At 
280 nm, green light characteristic of fluor
escein is emitted from the four biotinylated 
spots, whereas red light characteristic of rhoda
mine B is emitted from these spots when they 
are exposed to the monochromatic light whose 
wavelength is 490 nm. Furthermore, no light 
is emitted from the spots devoid of biotin 
whatever the wavelengths. The fact that both 
green and red lights are emitted from the same 
spots of the biochip (but at different excitation 
wavelengths) indicates that FITCSAV and 
fluor escent gadolinium oxide nano particles are 
located at the same spots. From this experiment, 
it can be deduced that the grafting of SAV onto 
the nanoparticles was successfully performed 
and that the specific interaction of SAV with 
biotin is preserved when SAV is labeled by 
nanoparticles. The immobilization of SAV can 
be carried out after surface derivatization of 
nanoparticles with either biotine (owing to the 
specific non covalent interaction between SAV 
and biotin) [67] or with a rigid spacer phenyl
ene diisothiocyante, whose two isothiocyanante 
ends allow covalent coupling with one of the 
amino groups of SAV and of the polysiloxane 
shell [71]. Since no alteration of the behavior 
of labeled SAV was observed, multifunctional 
gadolinium oxide nanoparticles appear to be 
efficient fluor escent markers for sensing applica
tion based on the specific and quasiirreversible 
interaction between biotine and SAV, which is 
largely exploited for the  detection assays.

Owing to the high content of organic dyes 
(fluorescein, rhodamine or cyanine 5) whose 
fluor escence is very intense (high quantum 
yield) but transient (very short lifetime; 4 ns for 
FITC and 3.6–4.1 ns for FITC in poly siloxane 
shell [75]), a lowering of the detection threshold 
was noticed compared with commercially avail
able fluorescent markers [70]. Indeed, the pres
ence of a large amount of organic dyes entrapped 
inside each particle, in other words labeling of 
biomolecules by a multitude of fluoro phores, 
facilitates detection with classical devices owing 
to signal amplification. Since the light emitted 
by organic dyes present in the polysiloxane shell 
of the hybrid gadolinium oxide nanoparticles is 
very intense, the light emission from Tb3+ ions 
present in the oxide core is masked. However, 
the intense light of the organic dyes vanishes 
quickly under exposure to light owing to their 
weak photostability. By contrast, luminescent 
RE ions are highly photostable and have a 
long luminescence lifetime following excit
ation (1.4 ms for Tb3+). Figure 1B demonstrates 

that the hybridization of two complementary 
oligonucleotides can be easily detected by 
intense but transient light emitted from FITC 
and covalently bound to the inner part of the 
poly siloxane shell, but also by the photostable 
light of Tb3+ ions in the core despite the low 
intensity. Indeed Sepharose™ beads, which 
are coated by (dA)

22
 strands, become strongly 

fluorescent when they are incubated with the 
complementary (dT)

22
 oligo nucleotides labeled 

with doubly fluor escent nanoparticles. The 
intense fluorescence is assigned to fluorescein 
derivatives that are covalently bound to the 
inner part of the polysiloxane shell since the 
fluorescence was getting less and less intense 
during the exposure to the excitation light. 
After the complete photobleaching of the fluor
escein (Figure 1C), the light emitted by Tb3+ ions 
can be detected (Figure 1D). The specific interac
tion of biomolecules can, therefore, be detected 
by the intense but transient light emitted from 
fluorescein and also by the weak but photo
stable light from Tb3+ ions. The possibility to 
detect the specific interaction of biomolecules 
by different techniques improves the reliability 
of the experiments. These bioconjugated, dou
bly luminescent nanoparticles composed of a 
gadolinium core doped by luminescent Tb3+ 
ions and a fluorescent polysiloxane shell, appear 
as very efficient nanoprobes for the specific 
detection of biomolecules [70,76]. Furthermore, 
longterm studies and timeresolved lumin
escence of biomolecules labeled by doubly 
luminescent nanoparticles can be undertaken 
due to the presence of Tb3+ ions in the oxide 
matrix, which give a longlived and photostable 
luminescence signal.

Hybrid gadolinium oxide 
nanoparticles combining imaging 
& therapy
The main interest of these nanoparticles 
lies in the presence of gadolinium element. 
In vitro experiments demonstrated that these 
nano particles exert a significant influence on 
the relaxationtime of water protons, which 
reflects the positive contrast enhancement that 
is more pronounced than the one induced by 
GdDTPA, a widely used molecular contrast 
agent for clinical diagnosis (8.8 vs 4.1 s1mM1 
per Gd3+ and 3700 vs 4.1 s1mM1 per con
trast agent) [66]. This contrast enhancement 
associated to the fluor escence of nearinfrared 
organic dyes that are covalently bound to 
the inner part of the polysiloxane shell make 
these particles very attractive for medical 
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imaging [66] provided that the bio distribution 
and pharmaco kinetics of these hybrid gado
linium oxide nanoparticles are well con
trolled. Nevertheless, two isotopes of gado
linium (155Gd and 157Gd) are characterized by 
a huge neutron capture crosssection 66 (for 
157Gd) and 16 (for 155Gd) times higher than 
the one of 10boron, which is the most widely 
used for the elaboration of Nchlorotaurine 
agents [25,77]. Gadolinium oxide nanoparticles 
appear to be promising substitutes for clini
cally approved Nchlorotaurine agents that are 
based on 10boron. Finally, the relatively high 
atomic number of gadolinium is very interest
ing for radiosensitizer applications [63]. Thanks 
to the presence of Gd3+ in the oxide core, the 
application of these hybrid nanoparticles is 
not restricted to the fluorescencebased detec
tion assay of biomolecules. The combination, 
in the same nanoparticle of dual modality of 
imaging (fluorescence imaging resulting from 
the entrapment of organic dyes in the poly
siloxane shell and MRI, owing to the presence 
of Gd3+) and of remotely controlled therapeutic 
activity of gadolinium element, opens the door 
to imageguided therapy. In other words, the 
tumoricide effect of hybrid gadolinium oxide 
nanoparticles can only be initiated by an exter
nal physical stimulus (xray or thermal neutron 
beam) when the accumulation of nanoparticles 
in the diseased tissue is sufficiently different as 
compared with the surrounding healthy tissues, 

which is certified by fluorescence imaging and 
MRI. This strategy should improve the tumor 
destruction and also better preserve healthy 
tissue. A better therapeutic efficiency is, there
fore, expected, provided that the nanoparticles 
are sufficiently small to escape from the leaky 
microvasculature of malignant tumors (upper 
limit of the pore size 12 nm) [78]. To reveal the 
potential of hybrid gadolinium oxide nanopar
ticles for imageguided therapy, experiments 
on cells and on small animals were carried out.

Poly(ethylene glycol)ylated hybrid gado
linium oxide nanoparticles can be internalized 
in various cells when the particles are mixed 
with cells for at least 10 min [79]. The uptake of 
the nanoparticles was revealed by fluorescence 
imaging and by MRI (Figure 2). After 1 h incuba
tion, cells became highly fluorescent. As seen 
in Figure 2, various organic dyes (rhodamine B 
isothiocyanate and FITC) can be entrapped 
in the polysiloxane shell of the particles. As 
compared with unloaded cells (i.e., cells that 
were never in contact with the nanoparticles), 
cells that were incubated with fluorescent and 
paramagnetic gadolinium oxide nanoparticles 
exhibited an enhancement of the positive con
trast of T

1
weighted MR images. Since fluor

escence imaging shows the accumulation of 
dyelabeled gadolinium oxide nanoparticles 
in the cytoplasm of the cells (Figure  2), this 
enhancement can be assigned to the presence of 
the nano particles. Owing to a higher sensitivity, 
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Figure 2. Fluorescence imaging and MrI of fibroblast and MCF7 cells. (A) Confocal laser 
scanning microscopic images of cells after 1 h incubation at 37°C with hybrid gadolinium oxide 
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does ([Gd]
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 = 0.0 mM).
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quicker acquisition and easier hand ling, fluor
escence imaging is a bettersuited tool than 
MRI is for monitoring the uptake from cells. 
However, the possibility to track the labeled 
cells by MRI is attractive when cells are used 
as cargo for the vectorization of nanoparticles 
to diseased tissues. Viability tests (using MTT 
assayproliferation kit) demonstrated that 
the mortality of cells (human fibroblast and 
MCF7 cells) after incubation was in the same 
range as cells that were not in contact with the 
nano particles (control) [79]. Furthermore, the 
presence of hybrid gadolinium oxide nanopar
ticles in the cells does not alter the prolifer
ative capacity. Figure 3A depicts the evolution 
of the biolumin escence of murine lymphoma 
cells (EL4luc) after the internalization of 
hybrid gadolinium oxide nanoparticles. The 
bioluminescence of EL4luc that resulted from 
the transfection by the luciferase coding gene, 
reflects the metabolic activity of the cells. The 
increase in bioluminescence over time of hybrid 
oxide nanoparticleloaded EL4luc cells indi
cates that the cells proliferate. Furthermore, 
this evolution is very similar to the one observed 
for negative control. The proliferative capac
ity of EL4luc cells was preserved despite the 
uptake of the nano particles. The preliminary 
studies performed on cells demonstrated that 
nano particles composed of a paramagnetic 
gadolinium oxide core and a fluorescent and 
hydrophilic polysiloxane shell are not cytotoxic 
and do not alter the metabolic activity and the 
proliferative capacity of cells. However, the 
activation of these biocompatible nanoparticles 
by harmless thermal neutron beam induced a 
killing effect (Figure 3C) whereas the uptake of 
these nanoparticles in EL4luc cells and the 
irradiation of unlabeled cells are harmless 
(Figures 3A & 3B). Indeed, the admin istration of a 
3 Gy dose to labeled EL4luc cells induces the 
decrease of bioluminescence intens ity (Figure 3C), 
whereas the irradiation of unlabeled cells with 
the same dose or the labeling of the cells with 
the same [Gd]

incubation
 does not affect the pro

liferative capacity (i.e., the biolumin escence 
intensity increases in both cases) (Figures 3A & B). 
The application of the hybrid gadolinium oxide 
nanoparticles can, therefore, be envisaged for 
neutron capture therapy since cytotoxicity is 
activated by a harmless neutron beam [80]. This 
preliminary study performed on cells clearly 
demonstrates the potential of hybrid gado
linium oxide nanoparticles for imageguided 
therapy. However, this attractive feature must 
be validated by experiments on small animals. 

Prior to evaluating the therapeutic activity of 
these particles on small animals, the influence 
of the postfunctionalization of the hybrid gado
linium oxide nanoparticles by hydrophilic mol
ecules on the biodistribution and the pharmaco
kinetics was investigated as the potential of 
therapeutic agents can be seriously affected by 
an undesirable accumulation in healthy tissue or 
by a too quick or too slow removal from living 
bodies. In a previous study, we demonstrated 
that the biodistribution and the retention time 
depend on the length of PEG chains and of the 
terminal end group [72]. The derivatization of 
gadolinium oxidefluorescent polysiloxane core
shell nanoparticles by small carboxylated PEG 
(PEGCOOH; molecular weight = 250 gmol1) 
or DTPA (GadoSiPEG and GadoSiDTPA, 
respectively; Dh: 10–12 nm) prevents unde
sirable accumulations in the liver, spleen and 
lungs. The followup by MRI and fluorescence 
imaging after intra venous injection of these 
nanoparticles reveals that they circulate freely 
in the bloodstream before elimin ation by renal 
excretion (Figure 4). However, the intra venous 
injection of these particles to gliosarcome
bearing rats led to a positive contrast enhance
ment of MR images in the periphery of the 
tumor (Figures 5A & B) [101]. The enhancement 
of contrast, which reflects the presence of the 
nanoparticles in the tumor zone, is observed 
for at least 30 min after the intravenous injec
tion (Figure 5B). In the case of mice bearing a 
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Figure 3. Temporal evolution of the bioluminescence of eL4‑luc cells. 
(A) Incubation in the presence of hybrid gadolinium oxide nanoparticles 
coated by carboxylated poly(ethylene glycol) (GadoSi-poly[ethylene glycol], 
[Gd]

incubation
 = 0.05 mM). (B) Thermal neutron irradiation (3 Gy). (C) Incubation in 

the presence of GadoSi-poly(ethylene glycol) ([Gd]
incubation

 = 0.05 mM) followed by 
thermal neutron irradiation (3 Gy).
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HEKb3 tumor, such a passive accumulation is 
observed by fluorescence imaging (Figures 5C & D) 
24 and 72 h after the intravenous injection of 
hybrid gadolinium oxide nanoparticles. The 
tumor zone remains more fluorescent than the 
surrounding tissue. If the contrast enhancement 

can be explained by a denser vasculature around 
the tumor, the reman ence of the contrast prob
ably results from the passive accumulation in 
the tumor that is based on the enhanced per
meability and retention effect caused by the 
increased capillary permeability in the tumor 
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Figure 4. Fluorescence reflectance imaging of nude mice. Mice were lain on their (A) back and 
(B) belly after the intravenous injection into the caudal vein with hybrid gadolinium oxide 
nanoparticles coated by carboxylated poly(ethylene glycol) (GadoSi-poly[ethylene glycol]) (exposure 
time: 200 ms; injection: V = 200 µl of hybrid nanoparticles colloid, pH = 7.4; [NaCl] = 150 mM and 
[Cy5] = 1.28 mM). (C) T

1
-weighted images of rat before (t

o
 =  0 min) and 32 min after intravenous 

injection of hybrid gadolinium oxide nanoparticles coated by diethylenetriaminepentaacetic acid in 
caudal vein (GadoSi-diethylenetriaminepentaacetic acid) (injection: V = 1 ml of hybrid nanoparticles 
colloid; pH = 7.4; [NaCl] = 150 mM; [Gd3+] = 20 mM).
B: Bladder; K: Kidney.
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vasculature. Such a passive accumulation is pos
sible owing to the small size of the nanoparticles 
(Dh: 10–12 nm). The observation is, therefore, 
consistent with the size of the pores of the leaky 
microvasculature of malignant tumors [78,81].

The strong and persistent contrast enhance
ment of the tumor observed in MR images 
(Figure 5B) allows an obvious delineation of the 
tumor and of healthy tissue. The passive accumu
lation of hybrid gadolinium oxide in the tumor 
was exploited for radiotherapy. The irrad iation of 
tumorbearing rats with xray microbeam 20 min 
after GadoSiDTPA injection led to a longer sur
vival of the rats (Figure 6). As compared with the 
median and mean survival time of nontreated 
rats (n = 6), the rats that received GadoSiDTPA 
nanoparticles and were submitted to xray beam 
(n = 8) exhibit higher medians (29.5 vs 17.5 days) 
and mean survival times (36.75 ± 17.5 days vs 
17.66 ± 0.33 days). Furthermore, among diseased 
rats that were treated by radiotherapy after intra
venous injection of GadoSiDTPA nanoparticles 
there is one longterm survivor. Therefore, hybrid 
gado linium oxide nanoparticles can act both as 
contrast agents for in vivo imaging (fluor escence 
imaging and MRI) and agents for cancer ther
apy whose therapeutic activity is remotely con
trolled by xray (radiotherapy) or neutron beams 
(neutron capture therapy).

Conclusion
The studies on hybrid gadolinium oxide 
nanoparticles (i.e., nanoparticles with a gado
linium oxide core encapsulated in a fluorescent 
and hydrophilic polysiloxane shell) revealed that 
these nanoparticles exhibit promising potential 
for sensor applications and imageguided ther
apy. As demonstrated, the gadolinium oxide core 
gives the nanoparticles paramagnetic properties 
and a strong propensity to absorb xray photons 
and thermal neutrons that can be exploited for 
MRI, radiotherapy and neutron capture ther
apy, provided that a very high colloidal stabil
ity in biological fluids is ensured and that the 
biodistribution is accurately controlled. The 
encaps ulation of the cores in a polysiloxane shell 
provides the opportunity to precisely tune the 
behavior of the resulting MRI contrast and ther
apeutic agents since it contains amino groups. 
The latter facilitates the derivatization of the 
nanoparticles by highly hydrophilic molecules 
and bioconjugation. Furthermore, the coreshell 
structure of these hybrid nanoparticles allows 
the combination of two complementary fluor
escence modes: the intense but transient fluor
escence of the organic dyes covalently bound to 

the polysiloxane shell, and the longlived and 
photostable luminescence of RE ions, such 
as terbium and europium. As a result, para
magnetic gadolinium oxide core encapsulated 
in a fluorescent and hydrophilic shell provides 
two classes of nanoparticles: doubly lumin
escent nanoparticles for more reliable sensing 
applications and nanoparticles for imageguided 
therapy. Experiments on lymphoma cells and on 
tumorbearing rats demonstrated that the hybrid 
gadolinium oxide nanoparticles are rendered 
cytotoxic and tumoricidal after the interaction 
with an external physical stimulus (xray or 
neutron beam). This remotely controlled thera
peutic activity makes the nanoparticles contain
ing gadolinium very attractive, since the treat
ment can be initiated only when the particles 
are preferentially located in the diseased zone. 
Therefore, the possibility to followup these par
ticles by fluorescence and MRI constitutes a cru
cial feature (but not sufficient) for the success
ful development of original therapeutic agents. 
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Figure 5. T1‑weighted images of the brain of rats bearing a gliosarcoma 9L. 
(A) Before and (B) 4 min after intravenous injection of GadoSi-
diethylenetriaminepentaacetic acid nanoparticles (injection: V = 1 ml of hybrid 
nanoparticles colloid; pH = 7.4; [NaCl] = 150 mM; [Gd3+] = 40 mM). Fluorescence 
reflectance imaging of HEK-b3 tumor-bearing nude mice (C) 24 and (d) 72 h after 
the intravenous injection in caudal vein of hybrid gadolinium oxide nanoparticles 
(exposure time: 200 ms; injection: V = 200 µl of hybrid nanoparticles colloid; 
pH = 7.4; [NaCl] = 150 mM; [Cy5] = 1.28 mM).
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To improve the therapeutic efficiency of these 
gadolinium oxide nanoparticles, current studies 
are focused on the conjugation of biotargeting 
groups in order to selectively target the tumor. 

Future perspective
Hybrid gadolinium oxide nanoparticles appear 
as an excellent substitute to the molecular gado
linium chelates that are commonly used as con
trast agents for clinical MRI and have been 

proposed to replace boron compounds in the case 
of the neutron capture therapy. Besides the draw
backs inherent to the molecular state, gadolinium 
chelates were incriminated in the nephrogenic 
systemic fibrosis cases. Indeed, the presence of 
endogenous calcium, zinc and iron ions generates 
the leakage of toxic gadolinium. Such a compe
tition can not occur in the case of gadolinium 
oxide nanoparticles. This safer behavior that was 
strengthened by the encapsulation in the polysi
loxane shell and the multifunctional character 
that gives the resulting nanoparticles the ability 
to combine detection, imaging and therapy, con
stitute solid arguments for replacing gadolinium 
chelates by gadolinium oxide nanoparticles.
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executive summary

 � This article focuses on multifunctional gadolinium oxide nanoparticles for biomedical applications.
 � Doubly luminescent core-shell particles can be obtained. The presence of these nanoprobes can be revealed by the high fluorescence of 

organic dyes and/or photostable lanthanide ion luminescence.
 � The presence of organic dyes, which are covalently bound to the inner part of the polysiloxane shell, and the paramagnetic character of 

the gadolinium oxide cores allow a follow-up of the nanoparticles after intravenous injection by fluorescence imaging and by MRI.
 � In contrast to widely used gadolinium chelates, the chemical stability of hybrid gadolinium oxide nanoparticles is not affected by the 

presence of endogenous Zn2+ and Ca2+ ions. The leakage of toxic Gd3+ from the crystalline nanoparticles is less probable. Their in vivo 
behavior should be safer.

 � The gadolinium element is characterized by a relatively high x-ray photon absorption cross-section. Moreover, two isotopes of 
gadolinium (155Gd and 157Gd) exhibit very high neutron capture cross-sections. Owing to these physical features and the large 
amount of gadolinium in each core, these particles appear as efficient dose-enhancers for radiotherapy and neutrontherapy.

 � The composition of these nanoparticles was accurately fixed for combining multimodal imaging and therapy.
 � Besides the protective effect and the entrapment of organic dyes, the polysiloxane shell plays another crucial role. The presence of 

numerous amine groups on the shell allows the postfunctionalization of the hybrid gadolinium oxide nanoparticles by biocompatible and 
hydrophilic molecules. The grafting of carboxylated poly(ethylene glycol) with low molecular weight or diethylenetriaminepentaacetic 
acid (DPTA) – a polyaminocarboxylate – prevents the undesirable nonspecific accumulation in the liver, spleen and lungs. As a result, 
these poly(ethylene glycol)- or DTPA-coated hybrid nanoparticles freely circulate and are removed by renal excretion.

 � The nanoparticles composed of a paramagnetic gadolinium oxide core embedded in a fluorescent and hydrophilic polysiloxane shell 
exhibit a real potential for personalized therapy. Since they can be followed up by medical imaging, the therapeutic treatment could be 
activated at the optimal time in order to cause the highest level of damage in a tumor with the lowest alteration in healthy tissues. 

 � These particles afford the choice between two different therapy modes and, consequently, the opportunity to adapt the 
therapeutic protocol. 
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